
Chapter 5
(Re)Presenting the Street: Video and Visual
Culture in Planning

Elihu Rubin

The practice of city planning cannot be separated from its visual culture: the images
produced by urban professionals to make proposals, advance arguments, and assert
expertise. By way of prologue, consider a drawing created by Jules Guérin for the
1909 Plan of Chicago (Fig. 5.1). In the blink of an eye, the picture embodies the
plan. Reproduced on the paperback cover of Peter Hall’s Cities of Tomorrow (1988)
for nearly every recent student of city planning to see, the image of a new Civic
Center for Chicago has come to stand for many of the ideals of city planning: bold
physical proposals, a progressive role for government, the enhancement of the public
realm.

Consider the picture’s point of view. You are raised above the ground and look
out across a vast, unfolding landscape. You stand at the very center of a new city that
spreads before you along the lines of radiating boulevards, as if the piercing force of
your own vision was pushing the city outward. This is no fleeting glance. Guérin’s
placid illustration does not suggest the jarring, fragmented succession of images
and encounters that characterize the lived experience of the modern city. Instead,
the viewer sustains a fixed gaze upon the landscape. The colors and light lend the
picture a distinct mood. Orderly rows of street lamps have been lighted and human
figures shimmer on the surface of the large plaza, punctuated (in the fashion of
Baroque urban design) by an obelisk. Here is the city of tomorrow after a light rain.
The ills of the old city – social, political, and physical – have been washed away.

The planner’s ability to produce compelling images of the city has been tightly
bound with the profession’s claim to expert knowledge. From Guérin’s Beaux-Arts
renderings of boulevards to the most sophisticated Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) tools for mapping statistical information, the planner employs visual tech-
niques to assert mastery over urban space. Planners cultivate their authority by
insisting that “the city” can be analyzed as a definite object and that they are the
best suited to conduct this analysis. This claim is fundamentally linked to vision:
to regard the city as an object requires that it be perceived as a discrete entity and
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Fig. 5.1 View of the proposed civic center and plaza, painted by Jules Guérin for the 1909 Plan
of Chicago. Painting by Jules Guérin

represented visually as such. The planner’s panoply of visual tools is designed to
perceptually stabilize the urban realm, to hold it still long enough for examina-
tion and intervention. But consider the countering claim that the city is not stable.
It moves unceasingly in an infinite variety of tempos, rhythms, and directions.
Urbanism is a plural experience and not a singular event. If this is true, is it pos-
sible that stable images actually estrange urban professionals from the unsettled and
contested social realities of the city?

Critics of modernist planning practices have challenged the notion that the city
can be apprehended as an objective, unified entity (Sandercock, 2003; Scott, 1998).
Ascendant paradigms in planning process ask professionals to take a less positivist
approach toward their roles as social scientists (Forester, 1989; Innes, 1995). As
opposed to immodestly perceiving the city as an object for scientific examination,
diagnosis, and curative prescription (complete with medico-biological metaphors
like these), the city is instead arrayed as an open field for encounter and engagement.
In this model, the city planning process can include self-conscious, even tentative,
efforts to mediate between place-bound interests and power brokers who circu-
late in the realms of politics and capital. The products or forms of knowledge that
are today generated in the planning process need not be absolute or unambiguous.
Professional representations that stem from urban encounters need not masquerade
as objective or factual “data.” A compelling alternative is to imagine planning as
a collaborative act of listening and storytelling (Eckstein & Throgmorton, 2003).
At its best, video-making presents an effective fieldwork method for this mode of
planning. In the field of transportation planning – long preoccupied with rendering
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the street as a functional space of circulation – I propose video as a representational
tool that asserts the primacy of the street as a diverse social space.

Video is not immune from a critique of visual methods as positivist or objecti-
fying (Pink, 2007). Like any form of visual ethnography, video practitioners must
exercise a reflexive approach that foregrounds questions of patronage, authorship,
and audience. The planner-videographer may draw on the medium’s represen-
tational strengths and the editorial capacity of montage to embrace, and not
homogenize, the disjointed and disorienting qualities of the urban experience. In
this essay, I first situate video-making in a history of visual methods in planning.
Drawing from a case study experience, I propose a model for using video as a
form of engagement and documentation with applications for planning practice.
This technique emphasizes the role of video-making in fieldwork: the potential of
video to record the fragmentary yet richly detailed urban “moment” and to serve as
an invitation to urban sociability – a catalyst for otherwise unlikely encounters.

5.1 Picture This: Scenes from the Alley, the Region,
and the Street

One branch of planning’s expansive genealogy dates back to Victorian urban reform
movements. In the United States, Jacob Riis’s photographs of slum and tenement
districts in New York spurred this movement by showing how the other half lived.
These were postcards from the edge, and Riis brought them to uptown reformers as
evidence of the city’s degraded social and physical environments. The images were
thus used to support progressive causes like modern housing. Riis, who came from
Denmark to New York in 1870 at the age of 21, worked as a police reporter before
taking up flash photography and making pictures of people and street scenes in the
city’s immigrant neighborhoods. Riis used photography to complement his social
observations, which were published by Scribner in 1890 as How the Other Half
Lives: Studies Among the Tenements of New York.1 But these pictures were more
than mere illustrations. They transcended Riis’s didactic prose, which talked down
to his subjects and tended to treat them like fauna. Some images, like “Bandit’s
Roost” (Fig. 5.2) or “Mullen’s Alley,” were luminous alley scenes where sharply
defined characters posed and confidently addressed the camera.

The vertical framing of the alley accentuated the intimacy of this vital social
space. Riis shot some street scenes from a wider angle. “Mulberry Bend,” for exam-
ple, traced the arc of a lively street, full of people, horses, carriages, and wagons and
framed by a jumble of buildings. In a third type of photograph, Riis documented the
people of lower Manhattan’s slum districts in the fashion of European social sur-
veys like August Sander’s study of German social types or Eugène Atget’s work in
Paris (Becker, 2007, p. 190). Riis could be condescending toward his subjects, but
he implicated the upper classes in subjecting the lower classes to an environment
that bred bad behavior and distress: “If it shall appear that the sufferings and the
sins of the ‘other half,’ and the evil they breed, are but as a just punishment upon
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Fig. 5.2 Jacob Riis’s photograph “Bandit’s Roost” (1888), part of the journalist’s effort to show
how the “other half” lived. Photo by Jacob Riis

the community that give it no other choice, it will be because that is the truth” (Riis,
1890, p. 3). With this prompting, I can imagine how Riis’s photographs were viewed
with trepidation by their bourgeois audience, unsettled by a host of fears relating to
social chaos, moral decline, the spread of cholera, and sinking property values.

Jacob Riis used photography to (re)present what he perceived to be a social
crisis. When the landscape architect Charles Eliot produced a map of the Boston
region in 1893, he took aim at what he saw as a political dilemma of the indus-
trial metropolis. His map of the Metropolitan District characterized the region as an
ecological unit that transcended the area’s fractured political geography (Fig. 5.3).
The District Commission, a new body outlined in an accompanying text coau-
thored with Sylvester Baxter, was proposed as an umbrella authority charged with
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Fig. 5.3 Map of the metropolitan District of Boston (1893) by Charles Eliot, where the shading
indicated proposed open spaces. Map by Charles Eliot

procuring a network of waterways, parks, and open spaces to shield the area from
overdevelopment (Scott, 1969). Ignoring provincial town boundaries, Eliot demar-
cated the District’s dominion by shading-in the areas on the map that should be
preserved for public use.

Eliot’s map signified the sweeping act of a planner’s comprehensive vision. The
top-down view of nineteenth century cartography was akin to seeing the city from
the sky, a feat made possible with twentieth century aviation. Aerial photography
was used for reconnaissance during World War I and companies like Fairchild made
the practice commercially viable in the 1920s by providing aerial surveys to govern-
ment, industry, and real estate developers (Campanella, 2001). Planners like Robert
Whitten, a New York-based consultant, were quick to realize the potential of this
technology.

In 1930 Whitten prepared a “Thoroughfare Plan for Metropolitan Boston” for
local officials. The bound report’s frontispiece featured an aerial photograph that
looked directly down on Boston (Fig. 5.4). It served as a kind of surgical diagram
that crisply rendered the city’s system of streets. In the plan, Whitten proposed a
set of limited-access “expressways,” including a Central Artery through the core of
the city. Using a low-angle aerial shot of the business district, Whitten charted the
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Fig. 5.4 A photograph of downtown Boston taken by the Fairchild aerial survey and used to
introduce the 1930 Thoroughfare Plan for Metropolitan Boston. Photo by Fairchild Aerial Survey

course of the Central Artery by painting its route into the photograph (Fig. 5.5). The
elevated highway would follow Atlantic Avenue, a broad street that marked an edge
between the wharves and the business district.

Whitten was an early adopter of another tool of positivist urban knowledge: traf-
fic statistics. His firm conducted extensive origin and destination studies with area

Fig. 5.5 Robert Whitten’s proposed route of the central artery in Boston, painted into an aerial
photograph, from the 1930 Thoroughfare Plan. Robert Whitten’s painting on aerial photograph
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motorists and generated traffic volume data. Traffic counts on the street were trans-
lated into charts, graphs, and diagrams by intersection. These statistics were then
mapped onto a line image of the city, where streets were thickened to indicate traffic
demand. In one of Whitten’s maps, the entire peninsular center of Boston appeared
to be choked by thick lines that represented “congestion” (Fig. 5.6).

Whitten’s congestion maps were arguments for the construction of new thorough-
fares. The planner illustrated these proposed new roads for his readers to scrutinize
and rendered street designs in plan, sectional, and perspective views. The images of
plan and section were more technically descriptive and showed the dimensions of
a street that resembled City Beautiful-era boulevards enhanced by overpasses and
underpasses. But a three-dimensional, perspective rendering struck a different tone:
it allowed lay audiences to see what the road would look like, albeit from a bird’s
eye view rarely obtainable in daily life. Whitten’s perspective drawing of the Central
Artery diminished the impact of the road on the overall streetscape (Fig. 5.7).

From this view the elevated highway appeared as a light, urbane embellish-
ment to the street, with ornamental lighting standards punctuating the roadside
balustrades. After countless charts, graphs, maps, and aerial photographs, Whitten’s
most persuasive image was this drawing: automobiles streamed down the sparsely
trafficked thoroughfare and trucks sidled to the street’s edge while groups of unhur-
ried pedestrians ranged across wide sidewalks lined with the clean, flat façades of
large office buildings.

5.2 The Street on Film: That “Glistening Wheel of Life”

It is no small irony that late nineteenth century pioneers of filmmaking were fas-
cinated by precisely the congested thoroughfare that planners like Robert Whitten
and modernist intellectuals like Le Corbusier wanted to replace with a strictly func-
tional street. The Lumière Brothers in France were content to capture ordinary
street scenes with their film camera, which was light enough to carry into the field
(Kracauer, 1960, pp. 30–33). These early experimenters in the art and technology
of film created moving (in a physical, not specifically emotional sense) portraits
of modern urban phenomena. The camera served as an invisible spectator, rarely
acknowledged in the faces of the people who walked before its lens.2 The earliest
films produced by Louis Lumière and his brother, Auguste, from around 1895, por-
trayed a suite of ordinary activities: a family eating lunch, a gardener watering his
plants, a group of women exiting the Lumière factory (which produced film and
camera equipment), and, famously, the arrival and emptying of a train. In 1896, the
Lumières stationed a camera at the intersection of Broadway and Union Square in
New York City. Trolleys, horse-drawn carriages, and pedestrians flow across the
screen. A police officer stands in the street, waving pedestrians across and occa-
sionally taking the arm of a woman to guide her through the messy scene. The
architecture of Union Square – including the steel frame of an unfinished new build-
ing – composed the static background of this busy urban setting. The subjects of
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Fig. 5.6 Map of vehicular flow in metropolitan Boston from the 1930 Thoroughfare Plan. Map
from the 1930 Thoroughfare Plan
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Fig. 5.7 Robert Whitten’s vision of the Central Artery in Boston. Painting by Robert Whitten

Lumière films seemed simple enough. And yet they made a big impact on con-
temporary audiences: “The familiar, seen anew in this way, brought astonishment”
(Barnouw, 1993, p. 7).

The first experimenters in film were intrigued by the medium’s descriptive pow-
ers more than its potential as a narrative vehicle. Thomas Edison’s earliest films
– recorded in his West Orange, New Jersey, studio with a large, unwieldy, electri-
cally driven kinetoscope of his own invention – captured the physical dexterity of
vaudeville entertainers performing their routines, like a dancer twirling her cloaks
in “Serpentine Dances.” Edison’s short portraits echoed Eadweard Muybridge’s
studies of animal locomotion from the 1880s, produced by reeling a succession of
photographs snapped at set intervals and triggered by a galloping horse, for exam-
ple, or a leaping cat (Barnouw, 1993, p. 3; Solnit, 2003). Documentary film historian
Eric Barnouw writes that Muybridge’s experiments hit upon the fundamental capac-
ity of film to “open our eyes to worlds available to us but, for one reason or another,
not perceived” (Barnouw, 1993, p. 3).

Siegfried Kracauer emphasized the same quality of filmic representation in his
brilliant work, Theory of Film: The Redemption of Physical Reality (1960). Kracauer
pointed out that everyday places and happenings – familiar streets and buildings,
ordinary social exchanges – existed beneath the active threshold of our perceptual
environment. But film could reveal the “material phenomena which elude obser-
vation under normal circumstances” (Kracauer, 1960, p. 46). A filmmaker forces
the audience to confront the banal and see it anew by capturing the commonplace
on camera and projecting it on a screen. Film, Kracauer argued, has the capac-
ity to “alienate our environment in exposing it” (Kracauer, 1960, p. 55). By virtue
of filmic estrangement, the mundane becomes poignant and full of new meanings.
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Certain cinematic techniques, such as irregular camera angles or “close-up” shots,
further accentuate the strange in the ordinary.

Kracauer saw a direct relationship between the representational capacities of film
and the jocular, unpredictable, and seemingly disorganized world of the public realm
as embodied by the street:

The affinity of film for haphazard contingencies is most strikingly demonstrated by its
unwavering susceptibility to the “street”—a term designed to cover not only the street, par-
ticularly the city street, in the literal sense, but also its various extensions, such as railway
stations, dance and assembly halls, bars, hotel lobbies, airports, etc. (Kracauer, 1960, p. 62)

Kracauer believed that film had an inherent affinity for the “unstaged reality” of
the street, where “the accidental prevails over the providential” (Kracauer, 1960,
p. 62). “The street in the extended sense of the word is not only the arena of
fleeting impressions and chance encounters but a place where the flow of life is
bound to assert itself” (Kracauer, 1960, p. 72). More so than photography, film
embraces this “continuum” or “flow of life” as it streams across time. An audience’s
delight in film spectatorship derived from the isolated individual’s ability to partake
in the street’s “fragmentary happenings” as a voyeur – a seated incarnation of the
strolling flâneur. Film gratified the viewer’s thirst for life – “glittering, allusive,
infinite life” – by capturing and rendering it on the screen (Kracauer, 1960, p. 170).

In his 1929 filmic portrait of Berlin, Walter Ruttman represented the roving eye
of the flâneur in his portrayal of the everyday workings of the modern metropolis. In
“Berlin: Symphony of a Great City,” Ruttman focused on both the smallest details
– a cat prowling the streets at dawn, for example – and the overriding rhythms that
coursed through the day: the productive forces of the factory, the equally mech-
anistic operations of the business office, the gendered division of domestic work,
the evening’s leisure activities. Ruttman established intense rhythms and organized
his urban symphony – a silent film accompanied by a symphonic score – through
the essential act of film editing: montage, the art of juxtaposing one image with
another. In portraying the morning rush hour, a homogenous throng of office work-
ers scurry across the street, an image that Ruttman quickly followed with a pack of
trundling swine, presumably herded to slaughter. Ruttman’s clips acquire meaning,
and express a social commentary, by virtue of their filmic proximity.

At the same time Ruttman was working in capitalist Berlin, Dziga Vertov doc-
umented Soviet cities in his 1929 film Man With a Movie Camera. If Ruttman’s
camera eye represented the effortless drifting of the flâneur, Vertov broke the
voyeuristic spell of the “glistening wheel of life,” as Kracauer called it, by exposing
the means of the film’s production. Vertov never allowed his audience to luxuriate
completely in the “being there” quality of spectatorship. Vertov’s technique was to
film, with a second camera, the act of filming itself. On the screen, we frequently
see the filmmaker trudging along with a bulky (by today’s standards) hand-crank
camera affixed to a heavy wooden tripod. Where Ruttman showed a train roaring
across the tracks, Vertov showed how you might acquire such a shot: by digging a
hole between the tracks and burying there an up-tilted camera. Vertov also exposed
the production of montage by including scenes of a female film editor examining
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and splicing reels of film negatives. In Vertov’s world, the filmmaker was as much
a member of the proletariat as the working people documented in the film.

More than 50 years after Ruttman and Vertov, the urban critic William H.
Whyte turned to filmmaking with a specific planning-related agenda. City planners
in New York had granted floor bonuses to developers in exchange for the provi-
sion of “public” plazas on the ground (Kayden, 2000). Some of these plazas were
useful and vibrant social spaces while others were dreary and abandoned. What
elements made some places successful while others languished? Whyte assembled
a team and launched a social research project to find out.3 He began with direct
observation of the “social life of small urban spaces,” but eventually turned to time-
lapse photography and “candid camera” style filmmaking to more closely observe
the city’s behavioral landscape.4 Despite his policy-driven research question and the
concrete suggestions he eventually made for effective plaza design, Whyte admitted
that much of the research produced by the Street Life Project was “fundamental –
that is, I can’t now think of any especial applicability for it” (Whyte, 1980, p. 8). In
his voice-over for the film, Whyte adopted the witty, urbane style of the flâneur who
took a connoisseur’s interest in the behavioral arcana of urbanites in public space.
Like a mid-twentieth century anthropologist narrating an ethnographic film, Whyte
remarked on the patterns and quirks of indigenous New Yorkers mingling in and
around the corporate plazas of Park Avenue.

5.3 Video and the Production of Social Space

Whyte’s voyeuristic style cast him as an outsider analyzing local culture. This
approach adhered to the social scientific standard of professional detachment that
has been the stock and trade of city planners.5 Critics of modernist planning prac-
tices have impugned the model of planner as flâneur, the strolling urban dilettante
who visually consumed “the fragmented aspects of street life that appealed to him”
(Wilson, 1991, p. 5). The flâneur was tolerant, cosmopolitan, and unmotivated to
intervene. But when adopted by a city planner, the flâneur’s gaze projected a desire
for order and clarity across the disorganized, mysterious, and feminized urban land-
scape (Wilson, 1991). A progressive, if not radical, model for fieldwork in city
planning must transcend the model of the detached flâneur and strive for a more
reflexive, engaged, and participatory ideal. Perhaps ironically, a video camera can
aid this process. As the filmmaker Dziga Vertov illustrated, the camera is not a
transparent mode of capturing and representing urban scenes. In “the field,” the act
of filmmaking is also an active tool for producing social space. Photographer and
urban planner Helen Liggett has noted this phenomenon: “Take the camera out into
the street, and the potential for unpredictable encounters with the city is built in”
(Liggett, 2003, p. 120).

Take an example from the production of a narrative film. When shooting “on
location,” a large film crew can commandeer an entire city block, clear it of the
people who would normally be there, and re-people it with actors to stage a scene.
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Smaller, independent crews might film more surreptitiously, allowing the rhythms
of daily life to continue around them. Both situations create a buzz of activity, not
unlike a crime scene or the site of a car collision. People stop to look, mill around,
and ask aloud what the fuss is all about. They engage with each other through
a process that William H. Whyte called “triangulation,” when an outside event
brings together two otherwise unacquainted people (Whyte, 1980). Spectacles of
this kind – small disruptions in the ordinary flow of daily life – can break through
the urban social norm of “civil inattention,” which specifies that for the most part
city people will tolerate one another in public space but tend to keep to themselves
(Goffman, 1966).

On a much smaller scale, even a single videomaker, balancing a camera on a tri-
pod or monopod (a retractable peg used to stabilize the camera), can create a bit of
street-spectacle. By virtue of this self-conscious activity, the video-maker emerges
as a public figure – a type of “public character” evoked by Jane Jacobs in her
description of Greenwich Village street life (Jacobs, 1961; Duneier, 1999). In this
scenario, the camera itself becomes a prop that invites “face engagement” between
the videographer and another person. The sociologist Erving Goffman observed that
encounters between people required an “opening move,” a social overture of some
kind to break the ice (Goffman, 1966, pp. 89–90). The presence of a video camera
can serve as the “opening move” that invites social overtures from others. For this
reason, it is important not to hide the video camera in “the field” because it is the
prop that initiates conversations.

This has been true in my experience as a videographer in the street. I use a mid-
sized camera (a Sony PD-150 that records on MiniDV tapes) affixed to a monopod,
which I rest on my shoulder while walking. Admittedly, the process of filming
begins with a bit of flânerie as I stroll, eyes up, until spotting a scene that inter-
ests me – a busy street corner, people waiting to board a bus, a unique neon sign. I
place the foot of the monopod on the ground to balance the camera and focus on my
subject, choosing scale and composition based on instinct. My aim is to record not
only the street’s physical conditions but also to show how it is used and occupied by
people. The rhythm of human activity against the backdrop of the built environment
produces a sense of atmosphere, for lack of a better term, that marks the representa-
tional strength of video-making.6 The act of video-taping often draws some notice:
What is he looking at? Is something “newsworthy” happening that I should know
about? Why would someone film an ordinary street like this one? The video camera
represents – it caricatures, in a sense – the act of looking. This sign of purposeful
observation is itself an irruption in the flow of ordinary life. It is the “opening move”.

What happens next is never the same. Not everyone will want to appear in a
stranger’s video and these people seek to protect their privacy. They will shy away,
avoid eye contact, even actively cross the street to avoid a meeting. But just as fre-
quently, I am approached: “Say, what are you shooting?” Young people and children
have asked if I am taking video for television, if so which station, and could they
be interviewed on camera so as to appear on TV that night. If I pass someone who
I sense might be happy to speak with me, I will reach out: “Excuse me, Ma’am?
Let me ask you – how long have you been waiting for the bus?”7 Once an invitation
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has been extended and accepted, the permutations of this interaction and the nature
of the conversations that follow are endless. At some point in this exchange, I ask
permission to turn the camera on my partner and to record them as they speak.8 As
a rule, I explain what I am doing: “I’m making a video about San Pablo Avenue.”
This sometimes allows my conversation partner to speak as a local expert, pleased
to have an opportunity to share a story. They might say something like this: “Oh,
I know all about San Pablo. I’ve lived around here for more than 15 years”. Thus
video-making in the street is a tool not only for representing the urban scene, but
also for initiating conversations that tap into a wealth of local knowledge.

5.4 San Pablo Avenue: (Re)Presenting the Street

The footage recorded with a video camera is of course only a tiny sample of the sum
of activities and interactions that occur in urban space. From this sample, the film-
maker further reduces the material in the process of editing. Like the composition
of an individual photograph, the linear composition of a video implies an author’s
set of choices. What image comes first? What next? For how long? How will I edit
and thus distill this rambling monologue to make it more accessible? Will there be
music to score the video? What should it sound like? Will there be voice-over narra-
tion? What will it say? Video is among the most expressive forms of representation
because of its facility to capture sound, movement, and atmosphere. But video can-
not be regarded as an objective or accurate rendering of social facts. Like Ruttman’s
montage of Berlin, the act of film production is necessarily editorial. It reduces the
urban environment to a series of scenes.9 The issue of subjectivity in video produc-
tion is especially salient in the realm of city planning, where the planner-videomaker
may enter “the field” with an agenda. Acknowledging the patronage and intended
audience of a city planning video is the first step in adopting the reflexive approach
I advocate.

Some videomakers go into a project with an already defined goal or with the
intention to advocate a position: to show that bike lanes are a good thing, for exam-
ple, or to celebrate a “Critical Mass” event where bike riders take to the streets at
the expense of car traffic. There is a place for this type of filmmaking, just as there
is a role for video to play in documenting the proceedings of public meetings so
that they may be shared with those who could not attend in person. But a different
approach asks the planner-videomaker to engage with the city without a precon-
ceived agenda, regardless of the expectations of the film’s patron. My 4.5-minutes
video about San Pablo Avenue is an imperfect example made in a short period of
time, but it distills many of my basic ideas about the role of video in city planning
while pointing to the challenges of this method.

In 2004, California State Assembly Member Loni Hancock asked the University
of California Transportation Center at Berkeley (UCTC) to reconsider the develop-
ment and planning of San Pablo Avenue. The state’s Department of Transportation
(Caltrans) was planning to repave San Pablo and there was a question if certain
design improvements could be included in that plan. In terms of social and physical
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geography, San Pablo Avenue was a diverse street. Before Interstate Highways 80
and 580 were built in the 1960s, San Pablo Avenue (called U.S. 40 in 1927 and
now also known as California 123) was the most important automotive thorough-
fare in the East Bay, running from Oakland to Richmond and passing through a
handful of other independent towns in between. In some parts, nearer to Berkeley,
small boutiques and coffee shops had opened in the 1920s-era commercial strips
and tree-lined sidewalks were alive with activity. In other parts, closer to downtown
Oakland, the street showed signs of physical deterioration and disinvestment. There
were many “greyfield” sites – abandoned gas stations, for example – that required
large investments to detoxify in order to redeem for future development. These parts
of San Pablo had fewer trees and, at first glance, a sparser street life than the more
socially and physically lush areas of the street in Berkeley or further north in Albany.
In a meeting with U.C. Berkeley planners, Assembly Member Hancock asked if the
entire avenue couldn’t become a “world class boulevard” – she evoked the Champs
Élysées – a vibrant place that attracted people.

Planners who had begun to conduct survey research of San Pablo’s market catch-
ment had a ready answer for Assembly Member Hancock: there was not enough
population density near San Pablo to support a consistently high level of commer-
cial activity across the length of the boulevard. Planners had to address a central
paradox of the road: it was both a highly trafficked regional artery that served daily
commuters, service vehicles, and freight-carrying trucks and a local commercial
street in some places serving a wide variety of shopping functions for both local and
visiting people. The regional public transportation authority, the Alameda-Contra
Costa Transit District (AC Transit), had recently inaugurated a “Bus Rapid Transit”
line on San Pablo, establishing several new bus shelters, some of which included a
light-emitting diode (LED) screen that predicted when the next bus would arrive.
The new bus infrastructure, combined with Caltrans’ repaving plans, provided an
opportunity to rethink the social and physical qualities of the street.

The immediate purpose for the video was to kick off a presentation that UCTC
planners prepared for Loni Hancock along with local planners, academics, and
students. I followed the fieldwork method outlined above, which generated several
conversations that I recorded on camera. The result is what I think of as a subjective
“sense of place” video that visually represented the street from a variety of perspec-
tives – on foot, from a car, through the window of a moving bus. I used music and
montage to intensify these rhythms and scored the video with Afro-Cuban-inspired
jazz by Cal Tjader, the vibraphone player (I used tracks from his 1966 album “Soul
Burst”).10 My intention was to use Tjader’s music to imbue San Pablo with a feeling
of hybrid cosmopolitanism that reflected my sense of the place. I had no predeter-
mined script planned for the video. Yet the finished product advanced an attitude
toward the street that emerged over the course of making the video – a view that
was shared, I think, by my cohort of UCTC planners – that stressed two aspects
of San Pablo Avenue: it contained a set of neighborhood nodes distributed (albeit
unevenly) across the street and it also acted as a busy street for carrying traffic. I
interspersed my own voice as a loose narration to emphasize, even advocate, this
mixed-use vision of the street. The film begins with a selection from an interview
I had with a man on San Pablo Avenue just north of downtown Oakland (Fig. 5.8).
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Fig. 5.8 Video-stills from “Introducing San Pablo: Signs of a Great Street” produced by the author
in 2004

Fig. 5.9 Video-stills from “Introducing San Pablo: Signs of a Great Street” produced by the author
in 2004

Fig. 5.10 Video-stills from “Introducing San Pablo: Signs of a Great Street” produced by the
author in 2004
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I have transcribed the voices of the short video below, with brief descriptions of the
speakers:

Older African-American man wearing a purple beret:
See, San Pablo is legendary to me because, and to many people, because it was open all night
long – the buses. And if you had to go from Richmond through here, you come through
San Pablo. You come through there, and like, you catch that 72 bus. All the other buses
stopped at midnight or one o’clock, San Pablo’s still going on.

Older White man wearing a fishing vest and cap:
San Pablo I can see is starting to go through some changes. It was sort of a long New Jersey
of chop shops, that kind of thing.

Group of three, multi-ethnic school-age kids wearing backpacks:
We should be able to run through and have fun out here.

Elihu’s Question:
You don’t think it’s safe for kids to walk around San Pablo?

The kids continue, speaking hurriedly and on top of one another:
No, not at night. Nope, Nope, Nope, Nope. I mean, unless you with somebody. There’s
really no place safe for you to walk around at night, I’m not saying day.

Elihu’s Narration:
San Pablo has for a long time been a garrulous strip. A place for gambling, gaming, carous-
ing, and so much more. Recent investments in transit present an opportunity to rethink the
nodes of activity on San Pablo and to build on their strengths.

Older African-American Woman:
It does so much for us. You know, it’s a thoroughfare. It goes between so many different
cities, and we have all kind of businesses up and down it. So it’s really great. I love it here.
My son picks me up a lot, and I take the bus. And then we have the “Go Round.”

Elihu’s Narration:
There are many interesting places on San Pablo, and there are many opportunities to create
more of them. Well, it may not be the Champs-Élysées. But the signs are clear. San Pablo
Avenue could be a world class boulevard.

Between the short moments that (re)present selections from my conversations on
the street, there is a dense succession of video images of San Pablo (again, from a
moving vehicle or a stationary position on the street). The result can be disorienting.
The viewer is not told where on San Pablo each shot has been taken. In one “scene,”
a man struggles to cross the street – despite a crosswalk and landscaped median –
in the face of fast-moving traffic. In another, a group of teenage girls leans out
into the street from a “Rapid” bus stop that possessed neither a shelter nor a “Next
Stop” LED screen. The camera-eye is consistently drawn to the street’s signage
and commercial architecture, which evoke many layers of development over time in
various states of upkeep. My minimal narration is somewhat bullish on San Pablo,
while acknowledging its legacy as a linear honky-tonk district, and I entitled the
piece to reflect that tone: “Introducing San Pablo: Signs of a Great Street.” The last
lines of narration were intended as both a nod to Loni Hancock’s aspirations for the
street and a wry acknowledgment that San Pablo Avenue, which received national
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attention as a locus of prostitution (Marshall, 2004), does not always adhere to the
Assembly Member’s ideal despite its diversity and vitality.

The video was shown in conjunction with other papers produced by U.C.
Berkeley planners at the 2006 Transportation Research Board conference in
Washington, DC (Cherry et. al., 2006). I have used the video in my teaching to
illustrate issues in planning method and practice. But “Introducing San Pablo” was
never properly reintroduced to the street itself. It was my failing that I did not pursue
local screenings of the video, nor was I able to share the film with those who had par-
ticipated in it. In my videographic drift across San Pablo, I neglected to take down
the names or phone numbers of the people I met. This points to a challenge posed by
this approach. My encounters were inspired by the disruptive presence of the video
camera, yet they were passing and essentially anonymous encounters nonetheless.
This limitation diminished the interactive possibilities of the video project. In the
future, I think it is important to take down those names and to make an effort to
return the video to participants and interested communities as a way to stimulate
additional conversations about the future of streets, neighborhoods, and cities.11

Like my encounters with people on San Pablo Avenue, my role as an outsider and
planner was fleeting.

5.5 Return to the Street

For many planners, designers, and engineers, it is easier to see the street as a piece of
urban technology instead of a social space where people acknowledge one another
as citizens with mutual interests. Planners have made a habit of pathologizing urban
space and seeing the street as an artery that may have hardened or become clogged.
From this perspective, streets are part of a circulatory system that organizes move-
ment through the city – a mobile space for traffic – and not a local social space or
a meaningful extension of the public realm. Video-making is a way to see the street
as a place for events and encounters as well as to stimulate them. Where planning
has sought to be objective and comprehensive, video can be personal, impressionis-
tic, and spontaneous. Where aerial photography or cartography has promised totality
and mastery, video is selective and disorienting. Planners have a tough time with dis-
orientation because it goes against their instinct to want to fix problems. But there
is utility in disorientation, which – like the medium of film itself – makes strange
the familiar and thus destabilizes dominant visions and accepted ideas about places.
We take a positive step forward by acknowledging the complexity of the street as
a social space instead of replacing it with a visual abstraction. This method does
not always yield ready solutions; but by reasserting the primacy of the street itself,
video-making is one way to start the conversation.
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Notes

1. Just a portion of Riis’s halftone photographs were included in Scribner’s first printing of the
book in 1890, which also included illustrations by Riis based on other photographs.

2. By contrast, consider the film work of Lumière’s contemporaries in Britain, Sagar Mitchell
and James Kenyon, who produced short films for exhibition at fairgrounds. During the day,
Mitchell and Kenyon would shoot footage of everyday settings and ordinary people. The
subjects – often directed to wave their hats or parade slowly in front of the camera – would
pack the cinema later that evening to enjoy the thrill of seeing a motion-picture portrait of
themselves and their community on the screen (Toulmin, 2008).

3. Whyte produced a 55-minutes film, “The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces” distributed by
the Municipal Art Society of New York as well as a companion manual with the same name.

4. The term “behavioral landscape” is drawn from James Borchert’s study of alley life in
Washington, DC (Borchert, 1980, p. 291).

5. It should be said that William H. Whyte’s compelling observations ring true. However, I
would argue that the fascinating quality of Whyte’s film accentuates a sense of detachment.

6. For a perspective on “rhythms” as a mode of urban analysis, see Lefebvre (2004).
7. There is no substitute for instinct and no precise set of rules that govern how street encounters

evolve. The presence of the camera changes the social environment in which these encounters
take place, and I argue that it creates a relatively nonintimidating excuse for reaching out to
people – an act that might otherwise seem strange or eccentric.

8. The act of pressing “record” to begin taping is itself a slippery moment. I may be in the midst
of filming a bus shelter when an encounter begins and I turn the camera, mounted on the
monopod at my side, toward my conversation partner. In this case, permission to record is
granted implicitly or retroactively. I try to maintain eye contact and treat the camera as a third
party, like a friend who is listening in. Sometimes the framing of the person is a bit off until I
can take a moment to look through the viewfinder and adjust focus.

9. There are rare exceptions to the practice of edited film and most have come from the realm of
art film. See, for example, Andy Warhol’s “Empire State,” which comprises one continuous
shot of the Empire State Building in New York for a full 8 hours and 5 minutes. Another
example is Fernand Léger’s unrealized dream of a 24-hours film representing the life of a
man and a woman during 24 consecutive hours (Kracauer, 1960, p. 64).

10. For many videomakers, including myself, music is helpful in the act of editing. Once I have
chosen music that reflects the suite of moods I would like to project, I frequently “cut” footage
to the music. The rhythm of the music creates a template for editing.

11. A group of Berkeley planners went on to conduct focus group interviews with residents from
neighborhoods bordering San Pablo (McAndrews, Flórey, & Deakin, 2006). The video might
have been used as part of those focus group discussions or in other forums to create a space
for productive dialogue.
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